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General information on the ACTL
1. Introduction

The Amsterdam Centre for Tax Law (ACTL) is the tax law research centre of the University of Amsterdam. ACTL members conduct research into various subjects of tax law, with strong emphasis on Corporate Taxation, International Tax Law and European Tax Law.

Within the University of Amsterdam, the ACTL is considered a Centre of Excellence. The research of the ACTL belongs to the ‘Private and Public European law priority area’, which is one of the Amsterdam Law School research priority areas.

The ACTL has a research staff of over twenty members, which includes professors, assistant professors and PhD researchers. In addition, several external researchers are associated with the ACTL. The ACTL regularly organizes (international) conferences, seminars and courses.

2. Co-operations

The ACTL is one of the founders of the Group for Research on European and International Taxation (GREIT) (www.greit-tax.eu) a collaboration between the ACTL and researchers from various universities in the EU.

The core Universities of the GREIT are: Lisbon University (Portugal), Lund University (Sweden), Vienna University of Economics and Business (Austria), The University of Amsterdam (the Netherlands) and the University of Salerno (Italy).

Other Universities which participate in GREIT are: European University Institute (Italy); Johannes Kepler University of Linz (Austria), the IE Law School and the IE Center for European Studies, Madrid (Spain) and Munster University (Germany).

Since 2013, the ACTL has collaborated closely with the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation (IBFD; www.ibfd.com) (Amsterdam) in order to set up the one year ‘Advanced Master (LL.M) in International Tax Law: Policy, Principles and Practice’. This LL.M. is to start in September 2015.

Outside the EU, the ACTL cooperates with universities from various parts of the world, such as the New York University (USA), FGV Rio (Brazil), the Financial University of Moscow (Russia), the Malaysian Tax Academy (Malaysia) and Universidad del Rosario (Colombia).
3. ACTL Research Programme: Tax Sovereignty versus Globalisation

3.1 Background and objective

Globalisation of world trade is characterised by progressive liberalization and regulation of trade between States and by formation and expansion of multilateral trade cooperation bodies, such as the World Trade Organization (WTO), the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the European Community, NAFTA and Ecosur. Taxation, which still is a largely national sovereignty, particularly in direct taxes, may conflict with these organisations’ objects, especially as regards free movement of goods, services, persons and capital. The free movement rights enshrined in the treaties founding these organisations and the standards set by them in hard law (e.g. EU-directives) and soft law (e.g. recommendations), have their impact on national taxation. This also applies to bilateral tax treaties concluded between States.

Although bilateral tax treaties can also be considered an expression of tax sovereignty, at the same time they limit the tax jurisdiction of the contracting States. European law especially limits the (tax) sovereignty of Member States.

Globalisation and free movement rights have as consequence that goods, services, persons and capital can move faster and to more destinations. On the one hand, this gives rise to the prospect of taxpayers trying to relocate their tax bases to jurisdictions with lower taxation, or to have them ‘disappear’ by international mismatches. States take all kinds of measures to protect their tax base. On the other hand, relocation of the taxpayer leads to ‘tax competition’ arising between States. Member States endeavour to make various aspects as attractive as possible (special regimes, low rates, advance certainty about tax position, etc.).

The aim of this research project is twofold: (i) to establish the limits on national tax sovereignty and tax jurisdiction set by international and supranational law, and (ii) to assess whether these limits should be narrowed or broadened on the basis of criteria such as level playing field, interjurisdictional equity, free movement of persons and capital, budgetary stability, tax base integrity and fair interstate policy competition. The emphasis in the research program lies on European law in light of its major influence on national and bilateral tax law in the EU. In this respect, a distinction is drawn between the impact of the EU Treaty freedoms (theme 2) and the impact of the various harmonisation measures in the area of tax law within the EU (theme 3).

3.2 Research themes

The research program is dividend into three related and partly overlapping research themes: double tax treaties, the EU treaty freedoms and the EU directives in the area of direct and indirect tax law. These three bodies of law all limit the tax sovereignty and/or the tax jurisdiction of the Member States.

Research theme 1: Influence of double tax treaties on tax sovereignty

Double taxation treaties can be considered an expression of tax sovereignty. By concluding tax treaties, the States can limit and allocate their tax jurisdiction. In some States (for example, in the United States, Canada, Germany and Denmark), this limitation and allocation of the tax jurisdiction can be unilaterally overridden by national law (tax treaty override). Tax treaties are generally bilateral and provide for the avoidance of double taxation on income and capital, or on inheritance and gift tax. Theme 1 focuses on the bilateral tax treaties for the avoidance of double taxation on income and capital. These treaties are generally concluded on the basis of the model convention issued by the OECD.

On the basis of a bilateral tax treaty, the state of residence of a taxpayer has the obligation, generally, either to exempt the income or capital which may be taxed in the state of source of the income or capital, or to credit the tax of the state of source, in situations where the state of source is allowed to tax the income or capital under the treaty. Research Theme 1 will explore the extent to which tax jurisdiction is limited by those treaties. Issues that will be researched include:

i) The status in public international law of the official OECD Commentary to the Model Convention and the relevance thereof as a means of interpretation of treaties following the Model Convention;
ii) The relevance of national law of both States party to a bilateral treaty, both anterior and posterior law (i.e. prior to or after concluding the treaty, respectively) for the interpretation of these bilateral tax treaties;

iii) The relevance of justified expectations of both the contracting States and their residents for the interpretation of these bilateral tax treaties;

iv) The possibility to fight treaty abuse by taxpayers (the doctrines of fraus conventionis or fraus tractatus)

v) The phenomenon of tax treaty override.

Research theme 2: Influence of EU treaty freedoms on tax sovereignty

Tax sovereignty is limited by EU law. As regards direct taxes (e.g. income tax and corporation tax) this is predominantly due to the EU treaty freedoms. Although the tax sovereignty of Member States in the field of direct taxation is in general recognised by the ECJ, the ECJ case law has a huge impact on direct taxation. Research Theme 2 will explore the extent to which the tax sovereignty is limited by the EU treaty freedoms.

Issues that will be researched include:

i) The issue whether and under which circumstances it may be prohibited to grant differential treatment to taxpayers of various Member States (‘most favoured nation tax treatment’ within the EU);

ii) The influence of the EU treaty freedoms on the prevention of double taxation;

iii) The influence of Community law on the tax treatment of a permanent establishment (i.e. a branch of an enterprise in another Member State) as compared to a resident company;

iv) The correct balance between free movement within the EU and the right to levy tax, especially as regards the following questions:

   ■ Does the Court of Justice assume competence in tax matters not covered by the attribution system of the EU Treaty?

   ■ What balance does the EU Court of Justice strike between free movement and tax sovereignty?

   ■ Do the usual discrimination and restriction concepts of the ECJ suffice to assess national tax measures applying to cross border situations which by their nature have no look-alike in purely internal situations, such as arm’s length transfer pricing rules, controlled foreign corporations rules and thin capitalization rules? Is there a fourth concept (dislocations) in between disparities on the one hand and discriminations and restrictions on the other?

   ■ Does the Court of Justice leave sufficient room for the curbing of international tax avoidance? (tax base integrity)

   ■ What function and scope do the justifications for tax impediments have which the ECJ in abstracto allows, such as especially the fiscal territoriality principle, the concept of fiscal coherence, and the necessity of a balanced allocation of taxing powers?

Research theme 3: Influence of EU directives on tax sovereignty

Disparities between national tax laws are an impediment to the common market. These impediments may be removed by positive integration. This has been done in the area of indirect taxation (e.g. VAT). There are, however, only few harmonisation measures in the field of direct taxation. Research theme 3 will explore the correct scope and interpretation of the various EU directives in the area of direct and indirect tax law, including the interpretation of the sixth VAT Directive, and the interpretation of the various directives in the area of direct taxation (the Merger, Interest and Royalty, Parent-Subsidiary and Savings Directives). Furthermore, this theme will assess the (un) desirability of harmonization or uniforming of detailed areas of national taxation, such as Cross border loss relief facilities, treatment of real estate, Home State taxation, Common Consolidated Corporate Base taxation, EU profits tax, dividend tax, etc.

3.3. Researchers

The research within this project is to be carried out by researchers who combine their scientific and practical experience in tax law with an in-depth knowledge and practical experience of international and European law. This permits conducting in-depth research at the intersection of international and European law and tax law.
4. Organisation

4.1. General

The director of the ACTL is prof. dr. Dennis Weber. Astrid Cornelisse MA was the management-assistant of the ACTL until October 2013. From October 2013 Sanderijn Mulders took over this position. Aad Rozendal, Ciske Wisman and Maarten de Wilde strengthened the ACTL in 2013 as a researcher. Dr. Walter de Wit and Rita Szudoczky left the ACTL.

4.2. Table ACTL Fte

Research staff ‘Tax Sovereignty versus Globalisation’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and present title</th>
<th>Fte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professors (7)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prof. dr. R.P.C. Cornelisse</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prof. dr. O.C.R. Marres</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prof. dr. B.J.M. Terra</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prof. dr. H. Vermeulen</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prof. dr. P.J. Wattel</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prof. dr. D.M. Weber</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prof. dr. S. van Weeghel</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assistant professors (9)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dr. M. van Dun</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mr. I.M. de Groot</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mr. A.L. Mertens</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mr. dr. S.J. Mol-Verver</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mr. drs. W.A.P. Nieuwenhuizen</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dr. E. Poelmann</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mr. dr. J.L. van de Streek</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dr. J. Wheeler</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dr. W. de Wit</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Researchers (11)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinout de Boer</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shu Chien Chen</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marieke Koerts</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roel Monteiro</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martijn Nouwen</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aad Rozendal</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruno da Silva</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thidaporn Sirithaporn</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita Szudoczky</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maarten de Wilde</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciske Wisman</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total research staff (27)** | 6.72
4.3. ACTL Staff overview (including other employers)

**Director**
- prof. dr. D. (Dennis) M. Weber
  - Professor European Corporate Tax law
  - Loyens & Loef

**Management-assistants ACTL**
- (Astrid) J. Cornelisse MA
- (Sanderijn) S. Mulders

**Professors**
- Prof. dr. R. (Rob) P.C. Cornelisse
  - Professor Tax Law
  - Loyens & Loef
- Prof. dr. O. (Otto) C.R. Marres
  - Professor Integrity of the corporate tax base
  - Tax lawyer at KPMG Meijburg & Co
  - Deputy judge at the Court of Appeals of the Hague
- Prof. dr. B. (Ben) J.M. Terra
  - Professor Indirect Taxation
  - University of Amsterdam and Lund (Sweden)
- Prof. dr. H. (Hein) Vermeulen
  - Professor Corporate Taxation
  - PricewaterhouseCoopers
- Prof. dr. P. (Peter) J. Wattel
  - Professor European Tax Law
  - Advocate-General Netherlands Supreme Court
- Prof. dr. S. (Stef) van Weeghel
  - Professor International Tax Law
  - PricewaterhouseCoopers

**Assistant professors**
- Dr. M. (Michel) van Dun
  - Assistant professor International Tax Law
  - Judge at the Court of Appeals of ’s-Hertogenbosch
- Mr. I. (Isabella) M. de Groot
  - Assistant professor Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation
  - Tax Knowledge Center KPMG Meijburg & Co
- Mr. A. (Ton) L. Mertens
  - Assistant professor Income Taxation and Employment Taxes
  - Independent tax lawyer
  - Deputy judge ’s-Hertogenbosch Tax Court of Appeals
- Mr. dr. S. (Suzanne) J. Mol-Verwer
  - Assistant professor Corporate Taxation and Income Taxation
- Mr. drs. W. (Wilbert) A.P. Nieuwenhuizen
  - Assistant professor VAT
  - Nieuwenhuizen BTW adviseurs
- Dr. E. (Eric) Poelmann
  - Assistant professor Formal Tax Law
  - Tax inspector
- Mr. dr. J. (Jan) L. van de Streek
  - Assistant professor Corporate Taxation
  - Loyens & Loef
- Dr. J. (Joanna) Wheeler
  - Researcher ACTL
  - Senior Principal Research Associate IBFD
- Dr. W. (Walter) de Wit
  - Assistant professor European Tax Law and Indirect Taxation
  - Ernst & Young

**PhD-researchers**
- R. (Reinout) A. de Boer
- S. C. (Shu Chien) Chen
- M. (Marieke) Koerts
- W. (Roel) W. Monteiro
- M. (Martijn) F. Nouwen
- B. (Bruno) F.A. da Silva
- T. (Thidaporn) Sirithaporn
- R. (Rita) Szudoczky

4.4. Other activities

Membership of editorial/advisory board of academic publications and/or academic associations, etc.

**R.P.C. Cornelisse**
- Editorial board Fiscaal Tijdschrift FED.
- Editorial board Maandblad Belastingbeschouwingen.

**M. van Dun**
- Tax lawyer at Pricewaterhouse Coopers.

**De Groot**
- Tax Knowledge Center van KPMG Meijburg & Co.

**O. Marres**
- Editorial board Nederlands Tijdschrift Fiscaal Recht.
- Editorial board Nederlandse Documentatie voor Fiscaal Recht.
- Ph.D Research, Reinout de Boer: Misbruik van Europees recht en misbruik van nationaal recht in Europeesrechtelijk perspectief (Abuse of EU law and abuse of domestic law in EU perspective).
- Tax lawyer at KPMG Meijburg & Co.
- Deputy judge at the Court of Appeals of the Hague.

**A.L. Mertens**
- Chair committee ‘Loonsomheffing’ Vereniging voor Belastingwetenschap.
S. Mol-Verver
- Lecturer at the Law Firm School (Beroepsopleiding voor de advocatuur).
- Member of the Programme Committee Tax Law of the Amsterdam Law School
- Member of the examining board of the Amsterdam Law School.
- Programme coordinator Master Dutch Tax Law at the UvA.
- Member of the Master-Thesis-team of the Amsterdam Law School.

E. Poelmann
- Editor Tijdschrift voor formeel belastingrecht, Sdu.
- Editor in chief, Almanak formeel belastingrecht, Reed Business - Amsterdam.
- Member onderwijsadviesraad HvA/opleiding FRE.

A. Rozendal
- Assistant professor Corporate Taxation and International Tax Law.
- Head of Tax Technical Office RSM Niehe Lancée Kooij.
- (Editor Fiscal notes for the notary public (Fiscale Berichten voor het Notariaat)).

J.L. van de Streek
- Member of the editorial board of tijdschrift Fiscale Berichten voor het Notariaat (FBN).

R. Szudoczky
- IFA, Hungarian Branch.

H. Vermeulen
- Editor Real Estate Review, Tax and Civil Law (Vastgoed Fiscaal & Civiel).
- Editor Fiscal notes for the notary public (Fiscale Berichten voor het Notariaat).

P. Wattel
- Member of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Sciences.
- Member of the board of trustees, Europäische Rechtsakademie, Trier (Germany).
- Editor, Netherlands Law Review (Nederlands Juristenblad).
- Advocate-General, Netherlands Supreme Court.

D.M. Weber
- General editor of Highlights & Insights on European Taxation.
- Coordinator of the International and European Tax Law program of the Nederlandse Orde van Belastingadviseurs (Netherlands Association of Tax Lawyers: NOB).
- Board member of the NOB’s European tax law section.
- Lecturer in the European Tax Studies-course at the Erasmus University Rotterdam (direct and indirect taxation).
- Lecturer at the International Tax Center of Leiden (adv. LL.M Program in International Taxation).
- Lecturer at the Wirtschaft Universität Wien in Vienna.
- Board member of the Group for European and International Taxation (GREIT).

S. van Weeghel
- Chair of the Programme Committee Tax Law of the Amsterdam Law School.
- Member Begeleidingscommissie Evaluatie bestuursrechtelijke geldschuldenregeling van de Algemene wet bestuursrecht (titel 4.4. Awb), Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek- en Documentatiecentrum (WODC).
- Wet bestuursrecht (titel 44. Awb), Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek- en Documentatiecentrum (WODC).

J. Wheeler
- Senior principal research associate, IBFD.

M. de Wilde
- PhD candidate / lecturer, Erasmus University Rotterdam.
- Tax lawyer / know how adviser, Loyens & Loeff.

C. Wisman
- PhD student / lecturer, Radboud University Nijmegen.
- Tax adviser, PwC Rotterdam.
5. Funding

Most of the research in this programme is funded from the first flow of funds (government funds). In addition, ACTL conferences are usually sponsored due to which these remain cost-neutral. As from 2010, the ACTL organised a Winter Course on European Tax Law in order, amongst others, to be less dependent on government funds or sponsors.
Location and internet address

6.1. Address ACTL
University of Amsterdam (UvA)
Amsterdam Centre for Tax Law (ACTL)
Vendelstraat 8
1012 XX Amsterdam

The ACTL internet page is www.actl.uva.nl. This page is updated regularly. Publications of ACTL members are announced and free publications and downloads are made available.

The ACTL has a group on LinkedIn (www.linkedin.com). Persons who are interested in the activities of the ACTL are kept up to date. At the end of 2013, the group had over 1,700 members.
7. ACTL activities in 2013

7.1. ACTL Conferences in 2013

In 2013, the ACTL organized five conferences in Amsterdam and in other parts of the world:

i) ‘The European Union’s struggle with mismatches and aggressive tax planning’ (Amsterdam);

ii) ‘The line between Tax Planning and Tax Avoidance’, (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil);

iii) ‘Recent developments in EU Tax Law’ (Copenhagen)

iv) ‘Emerging aspects of International Taxation’ (Moscow), and

v) ‘Vereenvoudiging formeel verkeer Belastingdienst; Sinterklaascadeau of wolf in schaapskleren?’ (Amsterdam).

‘The European Union’s struggle with mismatches and aggressive tax planning’ (Amsterdam)

On 5 April 2013, the ACTL organized the conference ‘The European Union’s struggle with mismatches and aggressive tax planning’.

During the conference leading officials from the European Commission, the OECD and national administrations and specialists from academia and practice discussed whether and how EU and OECD policy initiatives may be successful in countering international (double) non taxation.

The list of speakers included:

- Mr. Martijn Nouwen (ACTL/Ernst & Young)
- Mr. Reinout de Boer (ACTL/Sibbe)
- Prof. Stefin Weeghel (ACTL/PwC)
- Mr. Dieter Kischel (European Commission)
- Mr. Raffaele Russo (OECD)
- Mr. Eamonn O’Dea (EU Code of Conduct Group/Irish Tax and Customs)
- Mr. Dave Hartnett (Formerly HM Revenue and Customs UK)
- Mr. Edwin Visser (Ministry of Finance, the Netherlands)
- Mr. Henny Koemans (ING Group)
- Mr. Eugénie Bartman (Royal Ahold)
- Mr. Jeroen Lammers (Ernst & Young)
- Prof. Ewald Engelen (University of Amsterdam)
- Mr. Marnix van Rij (President of the Dutch Bar Association of Tax Advisers)
- Emmanuel de La Rochethulon – Jones Day
- Simon Whitehead – Hage Aaronson
- Eric Ginter – STC Partners
- Mario Tenore – Maisto e Associati
- Arne Mollin Ottosen – Kromann Reumert
- Diogo Ortigão Ramos – Cuatrecasas Gonçalves Pereira
- Andrés Sánchez – Cuatrecasas Gonçalves Pereira

‘The line between Tax Planning and Tax Avoidance’ (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)


Speakers and moderators included:

- Linneu de Albuquerque Mello – LCCF Advogados
- Rafael Alves de Almeida – FGV Rio
- Prof. Sérgio André – Tozzini Freire Advogados/IFA
- Marcos Vinicius Neder – Trench, Rossi e Watanabe
- Prof. dr. Peter Wattel (ACTL/Dutch Supreme Court)
- Prof. dr. Dennis Weber (ACTL/Loyens & Loeff)

‘Recent developments in EU Tax Law’ (Copenhagen)

The EU Tax Law Group in co-operation with the ACTL organized the seminar ‘Recent developments in EU Tax Law’ on Monday, 26 August 2013, in Copenhagen, Denmark. This conference was chaired by prof. dr. Dennis Weber.

The list of speakers included:

- Emmanuel de La Rochethulon – Jones Day
- Simon Whitehead – Hage Aaronson
- Eric Ginter – STC Partners
- Mario Tenore – Maisto e Associati
- Arne Mollin Ottosen – Kromann Reumert
- Diogo Ortigão Ramos – Cuatrecasas Gonçalves Pereira
- Andrés Sánchez – Cuatrecasas Gonçalves Pereira
On 24 October 2013, the Financial University Moscow and the ACTL organized a conference entitled, ‘Emerging aspects of International Taxation’, in Moscow, Russian Federation. This conference was chaired by Prof. dr. Dennis Weber and prof. dr. M. Fedotova. The list of speakers included:

- Prof. dr. M. Eskindarov – Rector of the Financial university
- Prof. dr. Dennis Weber – Director of ACTL
- Prof. dr. L. Goncharenko – Deputy Rector for Masters Teaching
- Prof. dr. Hein Vermeulen – ACTL/PwC
- Kizimov – Head of division, Tax and Customs Tariff Policy Department, Ministry of Finance of the RF
- Dr. Jan van de Streek – ACTL
- Prof. dr. V. Zasko – Dean of the Taxes and Taxation Faculty
- Prof. dr. G. Ruchkina
- Bartjan Zoetmulder – Loyens & Loef
- Sobchuk – Tax and Legal/Transfer Pricing Services, Deloitte & Touche CIS
- S. Stroikova – Head of International Taxation and Tariff Pricing Department, PwC Partner
- Prof. William Byrnes – Thomas Jefferson School of Law – San Diego
- Roustam Vakhitov – International Tax Associates
- Prof. Stef Van Weeghel – ACTL/PwC/chair IFA PSC

‘Vereenvoudiging formeel verkeer Belastingdienst; Sinterklaas cadeau of wolf in schaapskleren?’

On 6 December 2013, the ACTL organized a Symposium entitled ‘Vereenvoudiging formeel verkeer Belastingdienst; Sinterklaas cadeau of wolf in schaapskleren?’ (Simplification of formal transactions Tax Authorities: Present from Santa or wolf in sheep’s clothing’). Chairman and introductory speaker was dr. E. Poelmann (ACTL).

The list of speakers included:

- prof. mr. J.L.M. Gribnau (University of Tilburg)
- dr. Ch.J. Langereis (Spigt Litigators)
- prof. mr. G. Overkleeft-Verburg (Emeritus Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam)
- mr. M.J. Pelinck (attorney-at-law/University of Amsterdam)


On Thursday, 26 September 2013, prof. dr. Hein Vermeulen, member of the ACTL held his inaugural lecture on the topic ‘The Equal Treatment of the Unequal. Taxation of Individual and Collective Investment’.

7.3. PHD defences in 2013

Two ACTL PhDs have been defended in 2013. On 13 June 2013, Emily Fett successfully defended her PhD thesis entitled ‘Triangular Cases: The Application of Bilateral Tax Treaties in Multilateral Situations’. Promotor was Prof. dr. S. van Weeghel (ACTL) and Co-promotor Prof. dr. F. Vanistendael (KU Leuven). On 26 November 2013, Rita Szudoczky defended her PhD thesis entitled ‘The sources of EU law and their relationships: Lessons for the field of taxation’. Promotor was Prof. Dr. Dennis Weber (ACTL UvA) and Co-promotor was Prof. Dr. Pasquale Pistone (WU Wien, University of Salerno).
7.5. ACTL 2013 Winter courses

In January 2013, the ACTL organized a new edition of the Winter course on European Direct tax law. The list of speakers included:

- Willibrord Egelie (Dutch Tax Administration)
- Frank Engelen (Leiden University/PwC)
- Joachim Englisch (University of Munster)
- Marieke Koerts (ACTL/KPMG Meijburg)
- Raymond Luja (Maastricht University)
- Richard Lyal (European Commission)
- Christiana Panayi (Queen Mary, University of London)
- Martien Pelinck (ACTL/Loyens & Loeff)
- Bruno da Silva (ACTL/Loyens & Loeff)
- Jan van de Streek (ACTL/Ernst & Young)
- Rita Szudoczky (ACTL/Loyens & Loeff)
- Mario Tenore (Maisto e Associati)
- Peter Wattel (ACTL/Dutch Supreme Court)
- Dennis Weber (ACTL/Loyens & Loeff)

Also in January 2013, the ACTL organized a new edition of the Winter course on International Tax Law. The list of speakers included:

- Tanja Bender (Leiden University/PwC)
- Mary Bennett (Baker & Mckenzie; Washington)
- Luc de Broe (K.U. Leuven/Laga)
- Gijs Fibbe (Erasmus University/PwC)
- Renata Fontana (OECD)
- Wilbert Kannekens (KPMG Meijburg)
- Otto Marres (ACTL/KPMG Meijburg)
- Marlies de Ruijer (Head of the OECD’s Tax Treaty, Transfer Pricing and Financial Transactions Division)
- Antonio Russo (Baker & Mckenzie)
- Raffaele Russo (OECD)
- Alexander Rust (University of Luxembourg)
- Bruno da Silva (ACTL/Loyens & Loeff)
- Rogier Sterk (Loyens & Loeff)
- Rita Szudoczky (ACTL/Loyens & Loeff)
- Hein Vermeulen (ACTL/PwC)
- Peter Wattel (ACTL/Dutch Supreme Court)
- Stef van Weeghel (ACTL/PwC)
- Joanna Wheeler (IBDF)
- Leo Zuliani (Dutch Tax Administration)

7.6. Key publications in 2013

- Emily Fett, ‘Triangular Cases: The Application of Bilateral Tax Treaties in Multilateral Situations’ (PhD).
- Rita Szudoczky, ‘The sources of EU law and their relationships: Lessons for the field of taxation’ (PhD).


- Dennis Weber (editor), EU Income Tax Law” Issues for the Years Ahead, EC and International Tax Law series, Vo. 9, IBFD, 2013, pp. 360.


8. Research Output

8.1. Academic publications

- **R. de Boer**

- **I. de Groot**
  - Renteaftrek in de CCCTB: feest voor de belastingadviseur?, *WFR* 2013/240 (februari).
  - Gevolgen FII-2 voor de Nederlandse deelnemingsverrekening (met P.J. te Boekhorst), *WFR* 2013/6994 (maart).
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